Abstract-We present a Double Metaphone encoding for Bangla that can be used by spelling checkers to improve the quality of suggestions for misspelled words. The complex rules of Bangla spelling present a significant challenge in producing suggestions for a misspelled word when employing the traditional edit-distance methods; one must take phonetic similarity into account for the suggested alternatives to be reasonably accurate. We propose a Double Metaphone encoding for Bangla, taking into account the various context-sensitive rules, including those involving the large repertoire of consonant clusters in Bangla, and present a comparison with the traditional edit-distance based methods in producing suggestions for misspelled words.
I. INTRODUCTION Bangla, also known as Bengali, is the language of approximately 189 million native speaker, the majority of whom live in Bangladesh and the Indian state of West Bengal, making it the 4' most widely spoken language in the world [1] . It belongs to the eastern group of Indo-Aryan languages, and is written in the Brahmi derived Bangla script. Bangla underwent a period of vigorous Sanskritization that started in the 12t century and continued throughout the middle ages, resulting in the vast gap between the script and the pronunciation [2] . Bangla lexicon today consists of tatsama (Sanskrit words that have changed pronunciation, but retained the original spelling), tadbhava (Sanskrit words that have changed at least twice in the process of becoming Bangla), and a fairly large number of "loan-words" from Persian, Arabic, Portugese, English, and other languages. There are also a large number of words of unknown etymology, which may have originated from Dravidian, Austric or Sino-Tibetan languages. All of these contribute to the complexity of the Bangla spelling rules, with the Sanskritization process as the largest contributor. An additional factor is the large number of consonant clusters or juktakkhors in Bangla. One impact of this complexity can be seen in the observation that two of the most common reasons for misspelling are (i) phonetic similarity of Bangla characters, and (ii) the difference between the grapheme representation and the phonetic utterances [3] . Methods based on traditional edit-distance algorithms are not able to produce "good" suggestions for misspelled Bangla words unless phonetic similarity is taken into account. While there has been significant research into "fuzzy" string Previous efforts in creating phonetic encoding for Bangla are based on the Soundex algorithm [4] . Soundex partitions the letters into disjoint sets, assuming the letters within the same set have similar sound. It works on a letter-by-letter basis, and cannot handle context-sensitive rules, such as those illustrated above. A recently published encoding for Bangla [9] based on Soundex is able to handle most of the trivial cases, and those involving some of the conjuncts, but it falls far short of producing suggestions for a large majority of the complex misspelled words. Metaphone encoding [5] does consider the context, so it is able to handle all but the last case above, which requires that the encoding be able to produce multiple encoded fonns of the same character sequence. Double Metaphone [6] remedies that problem of Metaphone of not being able to produce multiple encoding from same string. These limitations in part led us to create a Double Metaphone encoding for Bangla that does not suffer from the problems listed above, and in addition, is able to handle the full complexity of Bangla spelling rules.
III. DOUBLE METAPHONE ENCODING FOR BANGLA
We had proposed a Double Metaphone encoding for Bangla, which is available in [8] . In this paper, we have given the rationale for the mapping rules. When describing the rationale for the various mappings, we omit the cases handled in [9] , as those have remained the same. As in [9] , we assume that the Bangla text is encoded using Unicode Normalization Form C (NFC) [14] .
There are a total of 107 transformations in our proposed encoding, which includes vowels, consonants, and conjuncts in all-different contexts.
We encode the letters based on how the letters and conjuncts are pronounced in different contexts, based on rules found in [15] [16] [17] .
For each rationale in the mapping, we give the Bangla letter, followed by the names of that letter used in the Unicode chart [14] , then the Unicode code point of that letter, and finally the pronunciation of that letter in IPA.
Examples 4f /rhoda <rd> V7 /rhaf/ <ras> with 4/A: When t /hl combines with ct/ /n/ the /h/ is pronounced after /n/, f /nh/ or acts as aspiration on /n!, /n/. So, it is encoded as <n>. Table i shows the perfornance of this encoding when it is used on 1607 commonly misspelled words found in [18] . We first apply our encoding to both the correct and misspelled words, then compute the phonetic edit distance between the two encoded versions using the algorithm in [19] . It is considered correct if the edit distance is 0. In our case 134 out of 1607 words do not produce an edit distance of 0 with the correct word, which are termed as error, resulting in an accuracy of 91.37%. The number of unmatched words fall to 107 and 27 if we consider edit distances of 1 and 2 respectively, as shown in Table 2 . Misspelled words with an edit distance of 1 can be easily handled using existing techniques, while those with an edit distance of 2 can also be handled with only slightly higher complexity. Table 3 encapsulates the complex spelling rules for Bangla, and in addition, takes into account some of the dialectic pronunciation differences that are not possible to handle otherwise. The performance results show that it easily outperforms the current state of the art Bangla spelling checkers in producing appropriate suggestions for not only the commonly misspelled words, but also for the large number of "comer" cases which are currently beyond the reach of the other existing methods.
